2015 LGBTIQA Gala

Welcome to the 10th Annual LGBTIQ and Ally GALA
Creating Change conferences 2009 & 2015

Celebrating 10 Years: A Retrospective
The University of Denver is fully committed to an active engagement of all of our community members. Our diversity of perspectives, experiences, and identities is not just tolerated at DU, it is celebrated as creating the intellectual vibrancy that is fundamental to the University’s mission.
I've had it with all this
Panda-monium
DU hosted 2 Denver Gay Professionals networking events.

Celebrating 10 Years: A Retrospective
DU Pride Portal
www.du.edu/pride
your easy-to-remember, single stop web resource site!
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Graduating? Pick up a rainbow tassel!
See the Pride Portal website for details.
THANKS TO OUR SPONSORS!
I’m so SICK of this stereotype suggesting that all WOMEN wear SUPERHERO capes, when they go to the TOILET.
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DU supports National Latino AIDS Awareness Day as a local planning committee member & sponsor.
Fall Welcome Events

Sweet Treat
Meet & Greet
cupcake mixer

Welcome Back
BB“Q”

Homecoming
Out
Reception
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DU earned 3.5/5 stars on LGBT Friendly Campus Climate Index
Reasons why I like the gay pride parade.

- colour.
- colour.
- colour.
- pretty colours.
- colour.
- lots of colours.
- colour.
- colour.
- colour.
- colour.
DU was one of the first schools to join the TONI (Transgender On-Campus Non-discrimination Information) Project
“Do you like boys or girls?”
Yes.
QUEER UNIVERSITY
EMPLOYEES
LGBTIQA
ALUMNETWORK
OUTLAWS
OUT FOR BUSINESS
(DCB)
TRANSNETWORK

QUEER STUDENT ALLIANCE
QUEERBEL STUDENT ALLIANCE (KORBEL)
QUEER FACULTY ASSOCIATION
QUEER EQUITY ALLIANCE (GSSW)
QUEER & STRAIGHT STUDENT ALLIANCE (MORGRIDGE)

DU’S LGBTIQA CAMPUS GROUPS
DU hosted the 1st annual Colorado Queer Youth Summit in 2009 and has supported it since.
OH MY GOD KAREN

YOU CAN'T JUST NOT ASK SOMEONE WHAT THEIR PREFERRED GENDER PRONOUN IS
Queer & Ally Training

Delivers interactive workshops to campus organizations, offices and informal groups to increase awareness and inclusion of peoples of all sexual orientations and gender identities/expressions.
1994
DU adds sexual orientation to its non-discrimination policy.

1997
DU begins offering domestic partner benefits.

2007
DU is among 3% of colleges & universities to include gender identity and gender expression in non-discrimination policy.
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Summer Socials 2013
- Colorado Rockies Game
- Renaissance Festival Roadtrip
- Beautiful Thing: community play & fundraiser

Knowledge Events 2014
- Beyond binaries – Experience of Trans Students on Campus Webinar
- Faculty Dr. Sam Bullington on Health concerns & disparities for trans & intersex people
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Queer Symposium 2014
April 10, 2014
8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Tivoli Student Union
Register Now: http://aurariaevents.wix.com/heds

HEDS 2014
Higher Education Diversity Summit
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QSA’s First Drag Show: April 2013
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National Veterans Conference in Denver, 2014
LGBT Equality Night at the Colorado Rapids soccer game against the LA Galaxy
August 2014
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THAT SPECIAL MOMENT
WHEN FOXNEWS.COM USES A PHOTO OF A
MARRIED COUPLE PROMOTING
"TRADITIONAL MARRIAGE"

AND THE PHOTO IS
ACTUALLY OF A SAME SEX COUPLE.
LELA MCArTHUR AND STEPHANIE FigARELLE FROM ANCHORAGE, ALASKA.
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Trans Allies Working Group Kicks Off 10.31.2014

DU Faculty Dr. Elizabeth Suter publishes findings of Challenges & Lessons: Lesbian Mothers Study 2013

DU Queer Faculty Alliance Launches Facebook Page 2014
“If you can pass, you can play.”

DU Athletics supports You Can Play campaign. 6.2012
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- DU Men’s Hockey
- DU Men’s Basketball
- DU Women’s Basketball
- DU Women’s Gymnastics
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Colorado becomes the 9th state to pass a Civil Unions bill.
3.12.2013
“OUR JOURNEY IS NOT COMPLETE
UNTIL OUR GAY BROTHERS AND SISTERS ARE TREATED LIKE ANYONE ELSE UNDER THE LAW - FOR IF WE ARE TRULY CREATED EQUAL, THEN SURELY THE LOVE WE COMMIT TO ONE ANOTHER MUST BE EQUAL AS WELL.”

PRESIDENT BARACK OBAMA
JANUARY 21, 2013

WH.GOV/INAUGURATION #INAUG2013
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Two Spirits Screening & discussion.
11.9.2011
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The Laramie Project 10 Years Later... An Epilogue 10.12.2009
Collaboration of many community orgs, with participation by the Governor, Mayor and DU Provost.

Two Men Talking 1.2012
An unscripted performance in which two friends try to make sense of growing up white, Jewish, gay and privileged under apartheid in South Africa. +storytelling workshop & anti-bullying sessions.

it gets better 4.21.2015
Emergent performance. Tickets $10
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CME presented *Brother Outsider: The Bayard Rustin Story* 2.21.2013

CME & DU Athletics presented Denver resident and first “out” umpire, Dave Pallone, on homophobia, trash talking and negativity in sports. 1.28.2013

CME & Denver Family Institute host “Adult Love in LGBTQ Relationships” 2.8.2011
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Don't Ask, Don't Tell: Don't Be All You Can Be

Lecture and discussion with discharged Army Sgt Bleu Copas

1.5.2011
CME Celebration:
A Look Back

Please join the Center for Multicultural Excellence in celebrating the people, programs and progress toward creating a more inclusive University of Denver! Join us for hors-d’oeuvres, a short tribute program and entertainment!

www.du.edu/cme/programs-services/celebration.html

Thursday, May 7, 2015
6pm – 10pm

The Cable Center
2000 Buchtel Blvd., Denver, CO 80210
(On the University of Denver campus)

Please RSVP by Thursday, April 23, 2015
http://tinyurl.com/cmecelebration
DU supported the first several annual Queer Seders with national Keshet LGBT Jewish organization. 2015 marks the 7th annual Queer Seder.
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I'm so SICK of this stereotype suggesting that all WOMEN wear SUPERHERO capes, when they go to the TOILET.
Tonight’s awards are from 2 local artists, whose work is among those featured at:

www.chacweb.org | 772 Santa Fe Drive, Denver
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This DU faculty-founded group offers a scholarship with April 15th application deadline!

thealexanderfoundation.org
Out athletes panel
G-Force Hockey team
1.20.2011

INVISIBLE ATHLETES
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Qdigest is DU’s weekly enewsletter with campus and community events, resources and current info!
Subscribe tonight at the check-in table or on www.du.edu/pride